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Abstract: At present, with the adjustment of the structure of the steel industry, the steel logistics industry is also engaged in integrating. Steel logistics resource integration is an important problem to be solved. Based on previous research on steel logistics resource integration, this paper proposes a new research perspective on steel logistics resources integration: supply-demand network of steel logistics. This paper analyzed the characteristics of supply-demand network of steel logistics, proposed connotation of steel logistics resources integration based on supply-demand network of steel logistics, which integrates supply organization and demand organization of steel logistics service as a whole network, restructuring and optimizing allocation of steel logistics resources by means of constructing steel logistics service supply chain, and integrating steel logistics service supply chain and steel products supply chain into an integrated steel supply chain. This new research perspective has great significance to expand the range and boundary of steel logistics resources and realize the linkage and win-win situation of logistics industry and steel industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Steel industry is an important and basic industry of the national economy. At present, there are some outstanding problems in steel industry, such as steel production capacity surplus and supply-demand contradiction. Since 2013, the government has promulgated a series of policy documents about merger and reorganization of steel enterprises and solution of steel production capacity surplus. With the adjustment of steel industry structure, steel logistics industry is integrating. Currently, steel logistics industry exhibits some outstanding problems, such as irrational allocation and uneven distribution of steel logistics resources. These problems restrict operation efficiency and benefit of steel logistics system and the whole steel industry. Therefore, steel logistics resources integration is particularly important. Based on previous research on steel logistics resource integration, this paper proposed a new research perspective on steel logistics resources integration: supply-demand network of steel logistics.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW OF STEEL LOGISTICS RESOURCES INTEGRATION

2.1. Logistics Resources Integration

At present, studies on logistics resource integration focus on three aspects.

2.1.1. Mode and Mechanism of Logistics Resources Integration

Ma [1] analysed the integration of logistics resources and causes of problems, pointed out the need for logistics resources integration, and proposed several modes of logistics resources integration: platform aggregation, capital interaction, information network, supply chain and exchange. Yang [2] analysed the present situation of logistics resources and the necessity of logistics resources integration, and proposed five different modes of logistics resources integration based on theory of industry life cycle, industrial convergence and transaction cost. These five modes are mergers and acquisitions, logistics strategic alliance, alliance of producers, logistics park and regional logistics alliance. Wu and Yuan [3] analyzed market structure and constraints of China's logistics industry, proposing three modes of logistics industry integration: mergers and acquisitions, alliances and clusters. Romano [4] tried to explain how logistics processes can be structured and controlled across supply networks by leveraging co-ordination and integration mechanisms, with consequences for strategic and operational choices for both the individual companies and the whole supply network. Rutner et al. [5] pointed out the impacts of the integrated logistics systems on electronic commerce and enterprise resource planning systems. Huang et al. [6] proposed logistics resource grid for grid service architecture, constructing a resource integration framework of logistics resource grid based on Globus Toolkit and Open Grid Services Architecture - Data Access and Integration. Zeng [7] analysed approaches of regional logistics resources integration on regional logistics public information platform.

2.1.2. Logistics Resource Allocation

Logistics resources allocation is related to logistics resources integration. Most studies on logistics resources allocation focus on distribution and project management. Chantavarapan et al. [8] studied the relationships between value-based allocation and resource allocation priorities. Huth...
and Mattfeld [9] studied the dynamic vehicle route in logistics network and the integration of resource allocation, propose an integrated approach, constructing a mathematical model. Maropoulos et al. [10] proposed a new theoretical framework for the overall planning of the logistics network integration.

2.1.3. Supply Chain Integration

There are many studies on supply chain integration. These studies focus on methods of integration and value added of integration. The studies on methods of integration focus on how to achieve information sharing and coordination between different organizations. Cousins and Menguc [11] proposed and tested a model on how buyers can use the concepts of supply chain integration and socialization to achieve improved supplier communication and operational performance. Yao [12] analysed thoroughly the characteristics of the supply chain resource integration in 4PL mode from a quantitative view, sets up an operational framework by conducting case studies of surveyed enterprises combined with the empirical analyses of the supply chain resource integration. Vaart and Donk [13, 14] discussed the concepts of integration, shared resources and buyer focuses. The concept of integration is discussed from different perspectives. And they also analyzed a case of shared resources, uncertainty and supply chain integration in the process industry.

2.2. Steel Logistics Resources Integration

At present, studies on logistics resource integration focus on three aspects.

2.2.1. Construction, Reorganization and Optimization of Steel Supply Chain

Wang [15] analysed the present situation of the domestic steel industry and the steel trade enterprises, proposed the development strategy to strengthen resources integration and enhance extension service capacity of steel supply chain by taking China Railway Material Corporation as an example. Jia [16] studied the agility of SLSSC from the perspective of the Supply-Hub of integrated logistics services, analyses the optimization of steel logistics service supply chain resources integration. Yin [17] established the brittleness factor system of the supply chain, conducts mechanism research on the origin of complex system brittleness of the iron and steel industry supply chain, constructing brittleness model of the iron and steel supply chains. Pottera et al. [18] concluded that although the steel supply chain has evolved between 1990 and 2001 towards an integrated structure, there are currently constraints imposed by organizational boundaries. Enrico et al. [19] constructed three different transportation networks to search for the best scenario that allows to supply the plant and to distribute all the finished products to final customers in the most efficient way.

2.2.2. Merger, Reorganization and Integration of Steel Industry

Zhao and Huang [20] analyzed integration and reorganization mode in domestic and foreign steel industry, propose that the integration of the reorganization of China steel industry should accelerate regional restructuring and deep integration. Wang and Wang [21] proposed that steel produc-

2.2.3. Design and Optimization of Steel Production Logistics System


From the domestic and foreign related researches, it can be seen that the researches on steel logistics resources integration lack targeted studies, and the researches are not deep enough. Some other researches are repetitive.

At the same time, most perspectives of researches on logistics resources integration are from the perspective of logistics service provider. They are lack of thought which considers logistics supply side and demand side as a whole. Moreover, there are also few researches on the relationship between logistics supply side and demand side.

Therefore, from the viewpoint of the relationship between logistics supply side and demand side, this paper proposed a new research perspective on steel logistics resources integration: supply-demand network of steel logistics. This paper further analysed the connotation of steel logistics resources integration based on the new perspective.

3. SUPPLY-DEMAND NETWORK OF STEEL LOGISTICS AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

3.1. The Theory of Logistics Supply-Demand Network

The theory of logistics supply-demand network has been developed from logistics network theory proposed by Ju et al. [26]. Logistics network is developed to meet the demand of logistics systematization and standardization and includes three organic parts of logistics organization network, logistics infrastructure network and logistics information network that form the modern logistics service network system. Logistics network theory suggests that resources integration is the inevitable trend of the development of modern logistics and logistics networking is an effective way to integrate logistics resources. Each user in user organization can get united services from many logistics organization and each node in logistics organization can provide integrated services for a large number of users.

Based on logistics network theory, Ding et al. [27] proposed logistics supply-demand network theory to solve the problems, such as timely matching of the logistics supply and demand, dynamic integration of the supply chain along with the changes of user requirements. This theory combines
3.2. Particularity of Supply-Demand Network of Steel Logistics

According to logistics supply-demand network theory, organizations in the network are divided into two types, which are logistics service supply organization and demand organization. This is suitable for universal research on logistics supply-demand relation. This research found that steel logistics has more obvious particularities compared to universal logistics supply-demand relationship.

In this paper, supply-demand network of steel logistics highlights the following particularities.

3.2.1. Dual Attributes of Some Nodes

In the logistics supply-demand network, some nodes have dual attributes, which can provide logistics service and demand logistics service in some cases. For example, some nodes in logistics user organization have logistics resources and can provide logistics service.

In the steel industry, this situation is more obvious. On one hand, steel production enterprises provide logistics services for downstream customers in steel supply chain by using storage resources and transportation resources. On the other hand, steel production enterprises outsource a part of logistics to the third logistics company.

According to “2012 China supply chain management report”, 77% steel enterprises transport products to customers and dealers through the third party logistics company, and 23% steel enterprises transport products through their own logistics organization [28]. In addition, on one hand, steel trade enterprises entrust the third party logistics company to provide logistics service. On the other hand, steel trade enterprises provide warehousing, distribution, processing and other services by steel logistics park.

Therefore, according to the complex situation of steel logistics supply and demand organization, the range of steel logistics integration should be expanded to meet the need of actual operation considering the dual attributes of some nodes.

3.2.2. Dynamic Integration to Form Steel Logistics Service Supply Chain

Logistics resources integration is a dynamic process which changes with the change of logistics service demands, in which scattered logistics resources belonging to different organizations restructure and optimize, and form logistics service supply chain. This dynamic characteristic is more significant in steel logistics.

Steel industry is a basic industry. The range of its user is wide and scattered, including automobile, real estate, equipment manufacturing and other end users, as well as all kinds of steel trade enterprises. In addition, steel production enterprises and users are unevenly distributed.

Therefore, the steel logistics demand has diversity and dynamically changing characteristics. It also requires the logistics service organization or the user to dynamically integrate to form steel logistics service supply chain.

3.2.3. The Fusion of Product Supply Chain and Logistics Service Supply Chain

Research on logistics supply-demand relationship helps to realize linkage development and win-win cooperation between the steel industry and logistics industry.

The logistics supply side and logistics demand side are involved in one network. One supply chain can form by integrating. Each supply chain is not only a product supply chain but also steel logistics service supply chain. It fully reflects the fusion of product supply chain and logistics service supply chain.

Under specified condition of steel raw materials and products in great quantities, the fusion is more significant.

4. CONNOTATION OF STEEL LOGISTICS RESOURCES INTEGRATION BASED ON THE PERSPECTIVE OF SUPPLY-DEMAND NETWORK OF STEEL LOGISTICS

Based on the above characteristics, this paper proposed the connotation of steel logistics resource integration based on the perspective of supply-demand network of steel logistics, which is integrates supply organization and demand organization of steel logistics service as a whole network, restructuring and optimizing allocation of steel logistics resources by means of constructing and integrating steel logistics service supply chain and steel products supply chain into an integrated steel supply chain to meet the demand of steel logistics user and achieve linkage and win-win goal of supply organization and demand organization of steel logistics.

The connotation includes the following three points.

4.1. Integrating Logistics Resources of the Whole Steel Logistics Supply-Demand Network

The range and boundary of steel logistics resources are the premise of research on steel logistics resources integration. In steel logistics supply-demand network, some nodes have dual attributes, which can provide logistics service and demand logistics service in some cases. Based on the perspective of supply-demand network of steel logistics, the range and boundary of steel logistics resources are the whole steel logistics supply-demand network that includes supply organization and demand organization of steel logistics.
4.2. Constructing Steel Logistics Service Supply Chain According to Demand, Realizing Steel Logistics Resource Sharing

With the promotion of the integrity and complexity of logistics service outsourcing, logistics organization forms a complete logistics service supply process through the mutual relationship between supply and demand of service process. The multi-stage supply-demand relationship constitutes the logistics service supply chain [29]. Based on the steel logistics supply-demand network, steel logistics resources integration is a process in which three parts including supply node, demand node and dual attribute node interact and the scattered steel logistics resources are dynamically restructured and allocated. The steel logistics resources realize sharing and the level of steel logistics service is enhanced through the steel logistics resources integration.

4.3. Realizing the Linkage and Win-Win of Logistics Service Supply Organization and Demand Organization

Based on steel logistics supply-demand network, the steel logistics supply and demand parties are in the same network. They open their own logistics resources to a certain extent. Through the steel logistics resources integration, on one hand, the steel logistics supply organization enhances the capacity of steel logistics service; on the other hand, the demand of steel logistics user can be met. And this promotes the linkage and win-win situation of logistics service supply organization and demand organization.

5. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NEW RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE OF STEEL LOGISTICS RESOURCES INTEGRATION

Steel logistics resources integration is logistics resources integration in the specific steel industry. It has both the general characteristics of logistics industry and the special characteristics of steel industry. Therefore, the new research perspective of steel logistics resources integration has important theory and practical significance.

5.1. Expanding the Range and Boundary of Steel Logistics Resources Integration

Usually the subject of logistics resources integration is of logistics service provider. Logistics resources integration optimizes the allocation of logistics resources dispersed in logistics supply organization. Based on steel logistics supply-demand network, the steel logistics service supply organization and the demand organization are a whole network. Logistics resources not only include the logistics resources of logistics service supply organization, but also include the logistics resources of logistics service demand organization. Based on the steel logistics supply-demand network, steel logistics resources integration and the scattered steel logistics resources are dynamically restructured and allocated. The steel logistics supply-demand network expands the range and boundary of steel logistics resources integration, which is from steel logistics supply organization to the steel logistics supply-demand organization.

5.2. Contributing to Realize the Linkage and Win-Win of Logistics Industry and Steel Industry

Based on the steel logistics supply-demand network, the steel logistics resources of supply-demand organization realize resource sharing. In the construction of the steel logistics service supply chain, steel products supply chain is also constructed at the same time. In the steel supply chain which integrates steel logistics service supply chain and steel products supply chain, logistics, business flow, capital flow and information flow operate effectively, and each party realize the win-win situation. Therefore, steel logistics resources integration based on the steel logistics supply-demand network is the effective way to realize linkage of logistics industry and steel industry.

CONCLUSION

At present, the steel industry is under restructuring, merger and reorganization. The logistics industry has developed rapidly, but there are some serious problems, such as scattered and closed logistics resources. Steel logistics resource integration is an important problem to be solved.

Based on previous research on steel logistics resource integration, this paper proposed a new research perspective on steel logistics resources integration: supply-demand network of steel logistics.

According to the new perspective, this paper analyzed characteristics of supply-demand network of steel logistics from three aspects: dual attributes of some nodes, dynamic integration to form steel logistics service supply chain, fusion of product supply chain and logistics service supply chain.

And then this paper proposed connotation of steel logistics resources integration based on supply-demand network of steel logistics, which is integrating supply organization and demand organization of steel logistics service as a whole network, restructuring and optimizing allocation of steel logistics resources by means of constructing steel logistics service supply chain, and integrating steel logistics service supply chain and steel products supply chain into an integrated steel supply chain.

This new research perspective has great significance to expand the range and boundary of steel logistics resources and realize the linkage and win-win situation of logistics industry and steel industry.

After making clear the new research perspective, further research still needs to be conducted on the mode, process and mechanism of steel logistics resources integration according to the actual situation of the enterprise and region.
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